The purpose of a vectorizer is to perform pr* gram restructuring in order to exhibit the most efficiently exploitable forms of vector loops. This is guided by a suitable form of semantic analysis, Dependence
Introduction
In order to restructure loops for vector or parallel execution, it is essentia.1 to obtain very detailed information on the data and control dependence6 between multiply indexed occurrences of instructions.
Roughly speaking, the original instructions are contained in a nested set of loops, tihich provide indexed sets of instruction occurrences.
One llooks for a different order of execution of these occurrences, permitting the parallel or vector execution of some loops, while retaining the original semantics.(Cf.
[13], [17] ). It is therefore essential that dependence analysis be capable to account for subscripted variables, and exploit available information on index variation (and range. Since the seminal work of I). J. Kuck [4] , (3] , [23:1) . The extension of such techniques to the cases where variable aliasing and reshaping are permitted is discussed in [6, 22] . B Methods have been sought to collect globally the required semantic symbolic predicates in programs, from the standpoint of non-standard denotational semantics (Cf. [15] ), or from an ad-hoc construction of sets of linearized predicates (Cf. [22] ).
C General methods have been developped to solve symbolic equations occurring in the assessment of program semantics (Cf. Cousot [S] ).
To prove the theoretical results, a form of monotonicity is required. Further approximations are necessary since in the most general cases one is confronted with undecidable subproblems. We will discuss in the sequel how to exploit the information generated by such methods in the context of the vectorizer.
D Methods have been developped
to solve decidable classes of sets of symbolic equations and inequations, as well as to approximate intractable ' problems by simpler ones, which can be solved algorithmically, yielding some approximate informat ion. (Cf.
Bledsoe [5] , Shostak [20] ). The feasibility of approximation relies on the problem related fact that it is safe to replace a problem by a new one having a larger set of solutions, when the parallelization criteria possess the property of monotonicity,(Cf.
[17])
The only price to be paid is that some vectorizable statements may not be vectorized.
Individually, each of these approaches have both strong advantages, and serious drawbacks, and we have found surprisingly few attempts to combine them in the litterature.
Among these, the most notable are the following:
Burke & 'Among our longer term plans, is the characterisation of useful class D methods, adapted to the set of real problems.
'It ie likely that the efficient selection of facts in the larger set of accumulated predicates will be a difficulty.
'The generalisation involves embedding the (in) -metic criteria. This is very different to the standpoint of the papers cited above, where it is proposed to start from scratch with the predicate decision procedure (Cf. [15, 22] -constant names represent elements of P, the set of constants is noted C.
-expressions are made up of variables and constants, combined with operators in OP, they are elements of E.
-basic predicates are formed from expressions using relation operators in OR.
-predicates are formed from basic predicates using quantifier and logical operators, they form the set PR.
We will often specify the context in which we will be working by the indication of {D,OP,OR}. Moreover, we shall make use of abbreviations and some simple isomorphisms to avoid the rigidity of formal theory.
Program Fragments
In order to simplify the exposition we will restrain ourselves to a single loop, involving an explicit loop index I. This is not a constraint equation where unevaluated variables and expressions remain, in a set of symbolic (in) -equations, after standardisation and may be simplification.
in the application of our methods. More precisely, let us consider the following loop:
= X(exp2 (1) '"here c ie an integer constant problem at hand will be added to it. Thus, if a contradiction is found, independence is proved.
A special function
AddP is provided to add a predicate to the set of currently assumed predicates also noted 7. The function News creates new symbols in V.
Dependence Analysis
A dependence exists between the statements :A: and :B: of(l), if: 31 E Z, 35 E Z: .. Of course, the aim will most often be to prove that no de pendence exists, and therefore that the system (2) has no solution.
When solutions do exist, characterizing them in a more precise way can be of interest to apply more sophisticated techniques. 4 Dependence Criteria
After showing the basic steps on the example of the direct resolution of equation (2), we will recall two classical criteria, and detail the ap preach used to extract symbolic information from them when they fail to fully evaluate numerically.
Since, we will show in the 55 that we can make use of such symbolic information, we will speak of eztended criteria.
Index Equality Equation
The conceptually simplest method is to try to directly disprove equation (2). Although our implementation does not involve tackling directly this problem, but the genercrlizcd critcria shown below, we will describe now the direct approach to equation (2)) many features of which will be of interest in the ensuing discussion.
We will use several devices to reduce the problem (P) to a series of approximate ones !ZLti0#:
which satisfy the appropriate s&y Solutions(P) C Solutions( P') (6) and then attempt to prove the last one has no solution.
This can be done along the following steps:
Ri: Algebraically simplify equations (2,...,5), using for instance the techniques of Moses[l8] .
At the same time, the problem is reduced to integer arithmetic by observing that the expressions in (2) have integer values, thus non integer terms have to be converted.
We add variables to achieve this: We also take the opportunity to get rid of any function or operator other than +, *, min, maz, using the same mechanism. We are thus left with a problem in a {Z,(+,*),(<,=)} first order theory, which is undecidable [ 191.
R2: select an approximate problem form which can be solved in practice.
Among the candidates are: Cd: Linearized problems, and linear programming problems over the integers.
(Cf.llll)
R3: reduce the problem to the class selected. For instance, reduction to the class C-3 means that variables in V will represent integers in 2, and involves replacing nonlinear terms by a set of rules illustrated in figure 1.
Several facts must be noted about this approximation procedure.
First of all, we forget about the old expressions whose values are represented by the newly introduced Si: we will not check that the initial problem indeed possesses a solution, but try to establish that the new approximate problem has no solution. Second, it is possible to enrich the predicate set 7 for the Bi by using additional rules like available bounds for expressions.
For instance, we could have added to the rule Wl (resp. W4 ) in the figure 1 the rule W5 (resp. W6 and W7) shown in the figure 2. At this point, we are left with an approximate problem P', to which the decision procedure of 55.3 is to be applied. " The minimal bound is of order 2"" for the general case. More restricted classes have lower complexity in the (only) 2Cn range.
The GCD Test
This test assumes that the equation (2) is linear in the loop index:
( el,e2,e) C E; ell + eJ = e (7)
When (er,e2,e) c C, this test consists of oh+ serving that a necessary condition is:
e G 0 (mod gcd(e,,tJ)
This is generalized by:
Gl: When it is determined 's that el and ez have a common constant factor a, either check the divisibility oj e immediately or add the predicate: e z 0 (mod a) to 3.
If required, the decision procedure described in paragraph 5.2 is then invoked.
The Allen -Banerjee -Wolfe Approximate Test
The linear form of equation (2) with respect to the loop index is also assumed here, and the context {Z,(+,*),(s,=)} is used in the following derivation.
A necessary condition for the existence of a solution to equations (2),(3), (4) is that the function (I, J) -+ erI+ezJ -e takes both signs when evaluated at the three corner of the triangle described by (3) and (4) . This results in the lemma: 
The standard procedure is to check if one of the inequations can be completely evaluated and yields a contradiction.
Our extension enable to consider the case where this does not occur and symbolie terms remain: 62: When (Q) and (10) fail to evaluate and draw to* a conclusion: jirst, simplify the At this point we are left with a set of predicates to which the decision method of $5.3 can be applied.
Decision
Procedures for the Symbolic System
The main decision procedure we are using is the approximate method due to Bledsoe [5] and improved by Shostak [Zl] . As this last author pinpoints in [21, p. 5341, this approximate method, and the reduction techniques for inequalities that it uses, make it well suited to "This ruleset is optional, see remark below test for problems that have solutions in the integers if and only if they have real solutions. This is very much in the same spirit as the ap proximate test of Allen-Banerjee-Wolfe ($4.3). However the divisibility test is inherently Diophantine, and we treat it differently.
Framework
First of all, we observe that we wish to prove predicate systems of quite particular forms, because of the origin of the problem, and the above listed transformations: 12) where the B, are basic predicates in OR. Moreover, in most practical cases, the disjunction contains only one term D1, and we have intro duced so far only a single rule that may contribute to disjunctions in 
Divisibility Criterion
In order to exploit the divisibility criterion Gl, and take into account the information in 7, we simply use the basic predicates in 7 that can be put under the form:
where the expression expr does not use variable v, to eliminate as many variables as possible in e of Gl. At each step, the expression is simplified and tested for the divisibility criterion, until a contradiction is found.
The Sup-Inf Method
This method applies to predicate systems in {Z,(+, max, min),(<)}, describing quasi-linear inequalities, of the form (11). Also, since we will be working in this framework, we could have avoided the rule W4, and the explicitation of max through quantifiers in rule W8 ". The special form involving only inequalities is achieved by effectively replacing equalities by the rules illustrated in Figure 4 . It makes strong use of the fact that variables represent integers, and shows that the method is more oriented towards bounding the set of possible solutions of (13) in a (possibly empty) set, than to the proof of precise equalities among integers. Furthermore, to simplify the handling of constants, rational constants are allowed l6 in "This may be useful to achieve the requested form phase. Rational variables are not permitted.
We will not develop here the Sup-Inf Method with much detail, since this can be found in the original papers of Bledsoe [5] . The 1 subproblems of the disjunction are corrsidered one at a time, and separately tested for solvability". The test procedure SI consists of recursively calculating bounds for the variables.
Variables whose bounds are being calculated are considered aa frozen within the inner stages of the recursion. The procedure SI stops whenever an empty interval of the integers has been found, and otherwise returns precise bounds for the variables, in the reals, which are useless for our problem, since we do not want to go into the enumeration of possible integer values, because of computational cost. In the first favorable case, this implies that the approximate problem has no solution, and therefore that no dependence exists.
A practical alternative, proposed by Shostak [21] to the enumeration phase is to interpret the obtained bounds over the reals. According to the observation of [21, Theorem 171, the set of solutions S of (13) in the context l8 {R,(+, a),(<)} is convex and the bounds computed by the procedure SI are exact.
It is possible to test for the emptiness of S by choosing iteratively arbitrary "slices" of S of decreasing dimensions and applying the above procedure S,7 in the reals. Whenever an empty interval" is found, it implies that S is empty, and we can conclude to the absence of "The computational cost implication is clear, and we restrict the use of disjunction creating rules.
"Here we use the symbol i. to denote multiplication by numeric constants in R, since we cannot use the isomorphism with repeated addition here. l@over the Reals.
.WQ * E; x=y---+x5yAy<x x<y--+x+l<y 
Efficiency Issues
We basically recommand the use of our extended syinbolic criteria after the failure'of the well optimized classical tests, which avoids the issue of adding cost unnecessarily. In the VA?IL current implementationzO, we avoid some bookkeeping by applying each extended test immediately upon failing to setup the Forresponding classical test due to remaining symbolic terms. we first apply the GCD, test, and then the A!len -Banerjee -Wolfe test. The extremely high potential cost of the symbolic decision procedure is alleviated by the fact that ye do limit the amount of computer time given to the Znf-Sup method. Also, for the sake of efficiency we reduce the use of disjunction generating rules like W8 and W9. The first one is not necessary since max and min opeiators are allowed. For the second one, we observe that since we are working with linear equations, it is always possible to eliminate one variable from '"This implementation is &rrently in use by the GIP-SMQO MVF Vectoriser. [lG] such an equation. This works globally well, and we plan to make a thorough experimental study of the efficiency matter for single and multiply nested loops before deciding of a more refined strategy.
Since we have implemented in VATIL the above strategy, we have been able to supress the use of the ezact Bancrjee test 'with no apparent loss of information" in processing meaningful programs. We also estimate that our present strategy is better suited for the study of both single and multiple loops.
The direct use of the Zndez Equality Equation is also an alternative which we have tried only on a very restricted set of examples, with poor performance compared to Gl and 62.
Results
The figures 5, 7 and ? show actual input and output from the current VATIL implementation. The figures 6 and 8 show the actual criterion &ed to decide the data dependence between the left hand side and the first term of the right hand side in these examples. These should enable the rea4er to figure out the type of predicate system which occurs in practice, and how the knowledge about program semantics is put to practical use by the VATIL software. The application of the generalized GCD criterion Gl is illustrated on figure (9). This furthermore illustrates the ability of our technique to take advantage of informations generated by algorithms studied by P. Cousot of congruence type.
The application of the generalized BanerjeeWolfe criterion 62 is illustrated on figures (5,6) and (7, 8). In the figure 8, one will notice that the method of testing emptiness of the solution set in the reals taking "slices" of lower dimension haa been used, restricting to k2 = 2.
Conclusion
We have presented a method which permit the extension of classical dependence test in the direction of symbolic problem solving. This has been shown to be feasible while retaining the efficient classical tests and building upon existing sophisticated criteria. This approach has been shown capable to take into account information coming from semantic analyses for scalar variables, and to result in an efficient implementation. Naturally, the same process can be used in other similar areas of program analysis and restructuring. 
